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Editors’ Note
In the international seminar on Language Maintenance and Shift III, there are some new issues. First,
the committee changes the previous theme into “Investigating Local Wisdom through Indigenous
Language”. Through the new theme, the committee invites language practitioners to discuss the
problems concerning the importance of maintaining indigenous languages because the languages
function as a means of expressing local wisdom. Second, the seminar uses the new label, LAMAS, the
acronym which was proposed by Prof. Dr. Bambang Kaswanti Purwo in the previous seminar, to
make the particiants easily remember it. Third, most of the keynote speakers come from various
institutions. Those are Dr. Johnny Tjia (Summer Institute of Linguistics, Indonesia-International),
Prof. Jee Sun Nam, Ph.D (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, Korea), Prof. Dr. Mahsun, M.S.
(Badan Pengembangan dan Pembinaan Bahasa, Jakarta, Indonesia), Prof. Dr. Bambang Kaswanti
Purwo (Atma Jaya Catholic University, Jakarta-Indonesia), Prof. Dr. I Dewa Putu Wijana (Gadjah
Mada University, Yogjakarta, Indonesia), Prof. Drs. Ketut Artawa, M.A., Ph.D (Udayana University,
Denpasar, Indonesia), and Dr. Suharno, M.Ed. (Diponegoro University, Semarang, Indonesia).
There are 113 participants who present the papers covering various topic areas. Those are 38 papers
on sociolinguistics, 14 papers on morphology, 13 papers on applied linguistics, 8 papers on
antropholinguistics, 8 papers on discourse analysis, 8 papers on cognitive linguistics, 7 papers on
ethnography of communication, and 7 papers on computational linguistics.
We would like to thank the seminar committee for putting together the seminar that gave rise to this
collection of papers. Thanks also go to the head and secretary of the Master Program in Linguistics
Diponegoro University, without whom the seminar would not have been possible.
International Seminar “Language Maintenance and Shift III”, Semarang, July 2-3, 2013
ii
Editors’ Note for Revised Edition
There are some changes in this revised edition. First, we enclose the article by Prof. Jee Sun Nam,
Ph.D entitled “Retrieving Local Wisdom in Korean with the Support of Corpus Processing Software”
on page 555. Second, we delete the article by Yusup Irawan ‘Tiga Syarat Menuju Fonetik Modern’ as
he cancelled his status as a participant. These changes have an impact on the change of table of
contents.
International Seminar “Language Maintenance and Shift III”, Semarang, July 2-3, 2013
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Emilia Ninik Aydawati 
STUDENTS’  DERIVATION MASTERY AND   THEIR ABILITY IN ANSWERING  
READING  QUESTIONS 
Masitha Achmad 
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STRATEGI INTERAKSI EKSTRA-TEKSTUAL GURU UNTUK MENINGKATKAN 
PEMAHAMAN TEKSTUAL SISWA TUNA GRAHITA 
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Erlita Rusnaningtias 
BENTUK DAN FUNGSI KALIMAT TANYA DALAM TALK SHOW “INDONESIA 
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Ninuk Krismanti BANJARESE IDEOLOGIES PORTRAYED IN SI PALUI 
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PRANOTOCORO AS ONE OF THE SYMBOL OF JAVANESE CULTURE THAT BECOMES
DIMINISH FROM DAY TO DAY
Ikha Adhi Wijaya
Diponegoro States University
Ikhaadhiwijaya@gmail.com
Abstract
Master of ceremony is well known as the representative of the modern person who
is directing the ceremony, lead and to work on the list of the ceremony schedule. It is very
common in the modern society to use Master of ceremony in their party in any occasion
both in formal or non formal parties. We as the Javanese, hence also use this Master of
ceremony in some occasion in traditional ceremony as in matrimony, where we usually
named it as Pranotocoro. Pranotocoro has the same rule with master of ceremony but the
habit of culture, the profession that will be taken is very different, for example there are
some condition for someone for being a Pranotocoro, he must old enough, or he must be
known well by the families that ordering him, he also must have the ability to speak in three
level of the Javanese language because Javanese language has undo usuk, he also can do
traditional dance. This is very different with the feature for someone who wants to be a
master of ceremony he only must be able to have public speaking ability because of the
multi ability that must be full filled and also about the prestige itself hence, there few
people that able to do this kind of job. Pranotocoro is one of the symbols of Javanese
tradition, since it become the sub element of the tradition, the existence of Pranotocoro
became so important. Because it is bundled as one unity that cannot partially be separated.
this paper is briefly and literally expound about the profession and the language that use by
Pranotocoro itself as the agent of change as the symbol of  Javanese Culture.
Keywords: Pranotocoro, symbol, undo usuk, tradition
Introduction
In this modernization era there are alot of the progression that has been made by the youngest
especially about their mindset of culture , hence the youngest think that the most fascinating and the more
powerful culture that have affecting their thinking most is the western culture. in this kind of occasion we
will talking about one of the Javanese culture , more specific this is about the agent of the Javanese
culture that always guide in the most of occasion when traditional ceremony held. pronoto coro that is
name of the agent that we are going to talking about. First of all we should to know about the description
of Pranotocoro itself. Pranotocoro is the other name from master of ceremony. So this is very important to
know about this agen,t, the job descriptions, the rules of being Pranotocoro , or the features for being a
Pranotocoro and the problem of the Javanese culture itself that the role of Pranotocoro itself begin to
diminishing from day to day , month to month and take a great effect after years. as the information result
from Pranotocoro organization. According to the agent that has active in this kind of job that I met, this
phenomena is happening now ,but before we go the further explanation about the Pranotocoro itself
,first why we call it as a job ?because the progressing of the pranotoco point of view, hence is very
different with the Pranotocoro at the first time where it was happening in a long time ago. it will be
briefly explained after we finish the basic element from the ability that should be had by Pranotocoro
itself  begin from the language hierarchy itself, and the obligatory and non obligatory stages that must be
done by the Pranotocoro itself, the requirement of being a good Pranotocoro.
The Obligatory Stages
This is the stage where Pranotocoro must take a role and have to share their best effort to fulfill
his job as the agent of the ceremony itself to conducting the ceremony, for that Pranotocoro must know
the hierarchy of the ceremony itself, he must be able to do whatever the best effort he can do according
the structure of the ceremony itself. There are some stages, there are
1) Opening: the Pranotocoro should open the ceremony and should be mentioning the person who held
that wedding ceremony, these are the sub stages from the opening:
a) Pranotocoro should thanked to the god for the nice occasion
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b) Pranotocoro should send the best regards to all the guest in that ceremony. as the form of his
respect. The manifestation of his honor is with speak it out the name and the occupational
positions.
c) Pranotocoro should be mentioning the purpose of the ceremony itself by mentioning the
names of the bride and the groom. this is a must sub stages that must be done by the
Pranotocoro because of the point of the ceremony itself is to respect the matrimony as well as
the royal families done.
d) Pranotocoro should request an apology to the distinguesed participant if there is any
inconvenience thing, this is only for formality.
e) The last one to be done for the gross , Pranotocoro must itemize all the stages from the
opening until closing.
The Non Obligatory Stages,
This the stages that Pranotocoro take a place just for describing the situation and just to be a
guidance, not as strict and stitch as the obligatory stages, these are the sub stages of the non - obligatory
stages.
1) The wedding ritual : in this kind of stages Pranotocoro must announce that the wedding ritual
is due to commence by reminding everyone in charge on his or her responsibilities and also to
announce that the wedding ritual is over and the wedding reception is ready.
2) The wedding reception in this kind of stages Pranotocoro must describes the arrival of the
weeded couple, up to the moment the arrival of the wedded couple to the seated of the wedded
couple Along the stages and the process Pranotocoro work in sequences permutation, more
specific about the kind of job that must be done by Pranotocoro are like
a) Describing in detail about the ceremony situation
b) Give an description about the bride and the groom background
c) Requesting the newly coming guest to give congratulation to the bride and bride groom
d) Requesting the guest to enjoy the meal and drinks that has been preserved.
The explanation that has been described above told briefly about the detail that should be done by
a Pranotocoro in the wedding ceremony. that all of the feature is the most hard thing that must be done by
Pranotocoro, and in the process of serving his guest in the kind of wedding ceremony , he absolutely must
have a lot of skill to help his job to handle the guest and to kill the time. some skill are needed to be a
good Pranotocoro, and of course need so many years to be able to have this skill because of course the
skill itself is needed to be manifested I n real situation so a Pranotocoro will not have troubles when he
must conduct a wedding ceremony. these are the most skill that must be had by a Pranotocoro according
to the interviewed person, Pranotocoro must possess 1) parama sastra, 2)  paramakawi, 3 )mardi basa, 4)
mardiwalagu5), awicara, 6) mandraguna ,7) nawungkrida ,8) sambegana
All of the explanation about the skill that must be had by a pranatocoro of course will be briefly
has a relation with the Javanese literature itself as the macro and micro skill .these are the definition that
will expound about macro and micro skill in a brief short explanation
1) Macro skill : this is has a relation with Javanese literature itself , a good Pranotocoro must have
a lot of knowledge about the song non only in cognitive level but also in per formative level.
2) Micro skill: this skill actually about the cognitive ability about the intangible thing. such as
these ability
a) The ability for producing the Javanese speech sound : it is not easy for the non Javanese native
to have this kind of ability , because it has relation with the neurophysiologist track record.
some sound is not be able to produce when we are not the Javanese native speaker.
b) The ability of making such a term when he is made by such a critical situation, it will be
hard to choose what kind of action, what kind of movement, what kind of pace that will be
used to tackle this kind of situation
c) The ability of having attitude in his performance up the beginning of the first time he get the
job, during the job execution and after the performance of the job itself.
So according to the statement that we have , absolutely we know about the meticulous features to
be a good Pranotocoro , we have to vigorous and steadfast in accordance to the situation that may be
pursued us to the level of professional itself. the most arguing problem is the youngster like the hence , is
difficult to understand and tend to underestimate about this kind of job. They don't know if the
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Pranotocoro itself previously in many yester years, so the regeneration is kind of slightly difficult,
because the Pranotocoro itself has some kind of the degradation in meaning and in the context of it's
using. Most of the youngster knows that Pranotocoro as MC. generally yes, but in the term of philosophy
of course it has a gap distance, and I believe about the youngster understanding about Pranotocoro itself,
so as the result of the acknowledgment of the meaning and the context of Pranotocoro itself me as the one
native Javanese youngster want to lift up about the problem that extremely huge that became a problem in
our effort to well-known it to the youngster. First of all we can deny if the western and the other
superpower culture that become so popular hence, this is of course has big relation and correlation with
the form of the packaging in performing it. Specifically this is about wedding ceremony that hence,
people likely more accepting the west cultural of MC , because it has more glamour , more attractive and
more modern. we can denied in this modern society the foundation of our culture became washed out
pressed by the western culture that more attractive and has so more acceptable culture with the generation
now , especially with pop culture. We can put a comparison between the two of culture in all of the
aspects but in this paper do not want to talk about the comparison we, want to exclaim why the Javanese
culture is shrinking, especially in this paper we will be talking about the agent itself that is the person in
traditional matrimony. it's shrinking in the term of population people who use want to conserve it and the
people who want to use Pranotocoro in the matrimony, they better to use Mc, even Pranotocoro itself can
be adjusting and adapting to the culture as the people who want to use their ability according to the
occasion of the party or ceremony itself, but of course if itself change the strict rule
Discusion
The Speech Level of Pranotocoro
As the linguist we know that the existence of the one language or culture itself depend to the user
in a society it is very complex because there so much problem that appear as the reason of the  pop culture
that attacked in all of aspect of life. This is insoumountably to be handleby the society that has been
influenced by pop culture itself. as the German linguist. We take an easy example,   for now we use
Pranotocoro as the agent of Javanese culture that will  preserve this language from their existence.   Of
course language becomes the most important thing closest to one of the ability that must able to be had by
Pranotocoro itself.  Well in generally this pranotocor work as commentator with her language that is
called by “panghargyan language”.  This is the language that is used by a pronotocoroo to give commence
the commentary in traditional wedding ceremony. The language that is used also the most polite one that
is kawi language.  There are some of languages that is used by the Javanese culture accoriding to the
person or whom they speak to and in what situation. According to (Suharno 1982: 117) there are four
stages of the decorum sentence production, these are the stage: 1) establishment of relationship. In this
stage we should put an attention about the relation between interactant,2) choice of the addresses
references: based of the relationship status the interactant can choice the most appropriate diction to
wording their utterance such as which ones is the most appropriate between kulo , kowe , sampeyan ,
panjenengan, dalem , sliro , 3) choice of vocabulary: based  of the addresses reference we know about the
vocabulary that we will use , for example whether we will use lara , sakit , gerah, nandang raga.4)
production of   sentences: based of those three stages this is the final production of locution , whether all
of the decent sentence will be locute as an courtly locution.  All of the sta ges of course will be supported
to identify the politest language to be used according to the the users between interactant. The stages of
undo-usuk Javanese language according to suharno (1982;118) :1) ngoko used by children among
themselves, by people  in high position to the lowest level  position or subordinate or even servant, 2)
ngoko andap, such as (aantya basa as used by older persons to high ranking younger person and any
members of the privileged calss who are intimate, 3) basa mady , such as (a)madya ngoko used by the
small traders among themselves (by madyantara as used by a member of the lower middle class among
themselves,  and among to the privileged class with another and to his lower ranking kin, and (c)
madyakrama this is used by a wife who to her husband who have the more privilege status. 4) basa karma
, this divided into three sub part of krama languages there are (a) kromo lugu as used by common people
around themselves, and by   older perons to young strangers who have rank ,(b) mudha krama this
language used by  younger persons to older persons, student to their teacher  , and by members of the
privileged class around themselves, (c) weda krama: this is used by older persons to young persons.5)
krama inggil : this is similar to muda krama , but in this stage we use  adalem , abdi dalem , kawulo, or
abdi dalem kaawula instead of kulo. 6) krama desa : this is used by peasants and  uneducated  person.7)
basa kasar as used by angry persons, and the last one is bada kedaton (basa bagongan) as used by member
of the royal family and the king’s subjects among themselves. All of the scribed undo usuk languages
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have very complicated structure and implication . but according to the source  there are some language
that must be use the most , because the Pranotocoro it self imitating of the  royal family traditional
wedding of course the language will be the same as the level of the courteous the finest modesty that
royal family used. In accordance to the features of the languages that is used by Pranotocoro there are five
stages of the undousuk language that usually used by Pranotocoro there are basa antya , basa muda krama
this is used by Pranotocoro in her guidance comment between parent and the bride also the groom in the
sungkeman occasion, and the other is krama inggil this is used by Pranotocoro in her commentary to
sungkeman process and the last one is boso kedaton this language use as the finest diction in the term  of
sungkeman process also.
Pranotocoro Features
These are the features that should be fulfilled by Pranotocoro to be the best in her performance,
because if Pranotocoro lack even only one of the feature he will faced a great problem in his real
performance while he must guide or take an traditional wedding ceremony. These features that should be
stick a pin are:
1) parama sastra: the ability about understanding Javanese literature , a good Pranotocoro must be
able to  sing Javanese traditional songs , this is very important especially to kill the time .
2) paramakawi: the knowledge about the old Javanese language , because the original language
that is usually is kawi language even there some modification that have been made now .
3) mardibasa: this is the competence and performance that should be had by Pranotocoro to
describe the     wods more beautiful , and obviously there will be a much more diction that
must be have in lexical mental of Pranotocoro, because to flowery such a sentence needed a
good diction of words.
4) mardiwalagu: this is about the knowledge of Pranotocoro about the Javanese traditional song ,
this is absolutely not in cognitive level but also must in per formative level . Pranotocoro must
have a good description in pairing the background music with the occasion and must describe
it in a good way , shoul be match in pairing the locution of the commentary with the situation
and the music itself.
5) awicara:this is a must features that must be had by a Pranotocoro , beautiful voice is a must,
especially because a pranotocor must be resembling the good wise lover figures.
6) mandraguna: pranoto must have the knowledge the specify sequences of the ritual,  a
Pranotocoro should be able to direct the activities during and after the ceremony.
7) nawungkrida: Pranotocoro should be to perform any activity with respect in accordance with
the wedding event. He should be versatile for handling every problem that somehow appears
during and after the ceremony in another world he must be smart to anticipate all of the
possibilities that may came appear..
8) sambegana: he must be able to handling every emergencies possibilities with respect because
he responsible for the smooth running of the event.
Based of the criteria that have been described above, we obviously know about the Pranotocoro
skill and responsibility . we will not denied that Pranotocoro has a lot of work and standard to be fulfill
before he got that competence , even he already has it he must still to gloss it with some experiences that
will make him more great  than before because in every single occasion will learn him to the real situation
that always be faced. And absolutely that is need a long time to be master in this kind of job.
Language and Culture Extinction
Our culture, hence, it’s the most fragile ones to be extinct, why?  because of the pop culture that
always pursuing us to accept the most common and canonical culture as the effect of globalization lieu
the political interest than will affect all of major factor in our society. We know it is rare to convict with
our own eyes directly about the traditional culture that left , especially in central java . all of the
traditional games, traditional toys now just disappear and drastically changed into the modern games. Can
u imagine about this , we all the generation that automatically become the agent of preserving  our culture
but now, some of the y youngster even do not know about the heritages that has been left to them, as the
result of the globalization and the invasion of pop culture that become hip from day to day. Can u imagine
about the agent itself that become shrinking drastically. we our teacher that basically a native from
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Javanese culture just teach about the word itemization without understanding how important to have the
competence of communicative performance in different Javanese speech level or undo usuk language. I
think this is very tragic.
The Diminishing of Pranotocoro in Its Number and It’s Philosophy
Pranotocoro and the Javanese language is the two side of peny that can be just partly , they are
once, unity in their function as the symbol of the Javanese. But now people use Pranotocoro just for the
ceremony and they tend to alter the vigorous strict rule or pakem to the rule that they like, for example
just need a Pranotocoro as an MC , the usually use Indonesian language and mixed with the Javanese la,
they are once, unity in their function as the symbol of the Javanese. But now people use Pranotocoro just
for the ceremony and they tend to alter the vigorous strict rule or pakem to the rule that they like, for
example hence people just need a Pranotocoro as an MC, they usually use Indonesian language and
conflate it with the Javanese language. This is just a phenomena that appear hence in the globalization era
where it  cannot be denied anymore. Even of the agent or person who has job as Pranotocoro can adjust it
as the matter to survive, but of course soon or later it will cause a great damage to the philosophical
understanding in our generation. Their mindset will be washout from  the existence of new hybrid culture
itself.
Conclusion
Pranotocoro is one of the symbol of Javanese culture, he responsible to be a guidance in
traditional wedding ceremony, he must able to direct the activities during and after the traditional
wedding ceremony .based of the explanation about Pranotocoro itself enlighten us about the burden of
being Pranotocoro itself , there so many featurs to be fulfilled for being a good Pranotocoro, we should
know everything about the knowledge about the Javanese literature not only in cognitive level but also in
performative level .despite the fact that youngster of Javanese lack of  knowledge about language that is
used by Pranotocoro they also don’t know about the spirit and philosophy about Pranotocoro itself. it is
because the invasion of pop culture in the globalization era , the cultural gap of the heritage from their
ancestor as the symbol of their cultural identity , and also about the political policy that impartially to
preserve our heritage. as the result the existence of Pranotocoro also become shrinking now , and even
some other want to conflate the Javanese culture with the new one for a more communicative form. Based
on the explanation there is a must for young generation to introduce about our culture the youngster so the
perspective of our cultural will be purely accepted before its try to conflate with the other culture that may
be will result assimilation , in which by the time will washout our culture , our identity.
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